Internalizing the External Costs of Medical Device Preemption
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Medical device preemption is highly controversial because it provides medical device companies with immunity from state tort claims. Congress provided medical device companies with preemption in 1976 because it was concerned that medical device companies were being overwhelmed by the costs of litigation. Congress feared that this was destroying the incentive for medical device companies to develop risky but innovative life-saving devices.

Today, the dark side of medical device preemption has come to light. Medical device preemption fails to require medical device companies to account for harms that their products create for society. Medical device companies have been able to externalize the harms caused by their defective products. Many patients harmed by medical devices have been denied the opportunity to sue for redress. Further, medical device companies have been shielded from picking up the costs of their defective products. As a result, American taxpayers have been unfairly forced to pick up the tab.

This Note argues that the United States government should force medical device companies to internalize some of the harms created by their products by creating a National Medical Device Injury Compensation Program modeled after the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program. The government should also create a National Medical Device Insurance Fund. These two programs would force medical device companies to internalize some of the costs of their defective medical devices and provide a remedy for patients harmed by medical devices. Further, these solutions would preserve the life-saving benefits of medical device innovation.
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INTRODUCTION

Promoting medical device innovation is a legitimate goal that benefits the American public, and one important way for the government to achieve this goal is to protect medical device companies from unnecessary litigation. Without such protection, there is a strong likelihood that medical device companies would succumb to the high costs of litigation or be disincentivized from continuing to do business in the medical device market. This Note argues that the United States
government should develop a legal framework for medical device companies that would properly compensate harmed patients while preserving the life-saving benefits of device innovation. The creation of a new National Medical Device Injury Compensation Program and National Medical Device Insurance Fund would force device companies to internalize some of the costs of medical device defects that have historically been externalized by medical device preemption but preserve the benefits of medical device innovation.

Medical device defects can have broad social and financial implications for governments. In 2010, a public health crisis regarding silicone breast implants struck France. An unusually large percentage of women fitted with silicone breast implants made by Poly Implant Prothèse (“PIP”), a small French medical device company, experienced serious ruptures and leakages with their implants. More than 1500 of the estimated 30,000 French women fitted with PIP implants experienced these serious ruptures. This rupture rate doubled the industry average.

After an investigation, French authorities discovered that PIP cut costs over the previous decade by using a grade of industrial silicone gel in its breast implants that was unapproved for medical use. The lower graded industrial silicone cost the company a mere fraction of the price of medical-grade silicone typically used in other breast implants. In an interview with French police, Jean-Claude Mas, the owner of PIP, admitted to deceiving European safety inspectors for thirteen years. French authorities shut down PIP in March of 2010.

Health concerns over PIP’s implants further increased when a PIP silicone breast implant recipient died in November 2010 from a rare cancer called anaplastic large-cell lymphoma after her implant ruptured. The French media reported that she was the eighth woman with a PIP implant to have died of cancer. Although the cause of the deaths remained uncertain, the news alarmed French and European health
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By late December 2011, the unusually high number of ruptures led French health authorities to recommend that women with silicone breast implants made by PIP have their implants removed.10

Unfortunately, the scope of the silicone breast implant crisis extended well beyond the borders of France. PIP sold more than eighty percent of its silicone breast implants outside of France.11 Some 300,000 women in sixty-five countries, including the United States, received implants made by PIP.12 Without the now-defunct PIP to absorb the costs of removing the implants and compensate patient losses, the French government agreed to cover the cost of removing the PIP silicone breast implants.13

The French national healthcare system estimated that it would cost approximately 60 million Euros, or about 77 million U.S. Dollars, to treat the 30,000 French women with PIP implants.14

Many countries chose to follow France’s lead and absorb the costs of replacing PIP implants. Brazilian President Dilma Rousseff ordered Brazil’s public health system to pay for the removal of ruptured breast implants.15 This came at a significant cost to the Brazilian government as more than 25,000 Brazilian women received PIP silicone breast implants.16 Other countries that agreed to cover the full cost of removing the implants included the United Kingdom and Venezuela.17

Medical device preemption could leave the United States government and the public on the hook for the costs associated with a medical device catastrophe similar to France’s. With medical device companies immune from having to provide redress because of medical device preemption, the United States would likely have to follow the actions of countries like France and Brazil and cover the medical costs of patients harmed by medical devices.

The global medical device industry is worth $300 billion dollars.18 The United States, the world’s largest medical devices market, comprises about one-third of the global medical device market.19 The United States government should not be forced to internalize the full costs of a medical
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device company’s defects. Medical device recalls are common. The Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”) website lists more than 160 Class I medical device (the type that receives medical device preemption) recalls in 2009 alone.\textsuperscript{21} Forcing the government to shoulder the full cost of device defects creates a significant cost for taxpayers.

This Note argues that the United States government should implement a National Medical Device Injury Compensation Program and National Medical Device Insurance Fund. The development of these two programs would balance the need to properly compensate harmed patients and preserve the benefits of medical device innovation. Part I examines the Medical Device Act Amendments of 1976. This Part analyzes which types of medical devices are entitled to preemption, examines the policy concerns associated with medical device preemption, and discusses the benefits of medical device innovation. Part II analyzes the economics of medical device preemption by looking at some of the costs of medical device preemption that have been borne by the government. Part III discusses the benefits of medical device preemption and considers whether the benefits of medical device preemption are worth the cost. Part IV proposes the creation of a National Medical Device Injury Compensation Program and National Medical Device Insurance Fund to provide redress for patients who have been harmed while preserving the financial ability of medical device companies to engage in medical device innovation.

I. THE MEDICAL DEVICE ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1976 AND PREEMPTION

The Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act defines a medical device as an instrument that is intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, treatment, or prevention of disease.\textsuperscript{22} A medical device differs from medicine because it “does not achieve its primary intended purposes through chemical action within or on the body.”\textsuperscript{23} Under the Medical Device Act Amendments of 1976 (the “MDAA”), many state tort claims against medical device manufacturers are preempted because the claims are considered prohibited by the MDAA. Understanding what types of state tort claims are preempted begins with an analysis of the MDAA.

A. THE MDAA AMENDMENTS OF 1976

The MDAA established the regulatory system for medical devices.\textsuperscript{24} The MDAA requires the FDA to approve medical devices before they...

\textsuperscript{21} H. Dennis Tolley, Examining the Sprint Fidelis Effect on Medicare Costs 2 (2010).
\textsuperscript{22} Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 USC § 321(h)(2) (2012). For further discussion of the definition of medical devices, see infra Part I.A.
\textsuperscript{23} Id. § 321(h).
\textsuperscript{24} Horowitz v. Stryker Corp., 613 F. Supp. 2d 271, 278 (E.D.N.Y. 2009).
may be marketed to the general public.\textsuperscript{25} For approval processing, the FDA classifies medical devices into three separate categories: Class I, Class II, and Class III.\textsuperscript{26}

Class I medical devices are “subject only to minimal regulation by ‘general controls’”\textsuperscript{27} because “[t]hese devices present minimal potential for harm to the user and are often simpler in design than Class II or Class III devices.”\textsuperscript{28} Examples of Class I medical device products include enema kits and elastic bandages.\textsuperscript{29} Forty-seven percent of all medical devices are classified as Class I,\textsuperscript{30} and ninety-five percent of those medical devices are exempt from the regulatory process.\textsuperscript{31} For exempt devices (such as stethoscopes, thermometers, and bedpans), manufacturers are only required to register and list devices with the FDA prior to marketing.\textsuperscript{32}

Class II medical devices require manufacturers to comply with “special controls” such as performance standards and post-market surveillance measures.\textsuperscript{33} If these controls are met, the manufacturer may market these products without further approval.\textsuperscript{34} Class II medical devices include powered wheelchairs and pregnancy test kits.\textsuperscript{35} Forty-three percent of medical devices fall into this category.\textsuperscript{36}

Manufacturers of Class III medical devices must provide the FDA with a “reasonable assurance” that their medical device is safe.\textsuperscript{37} The manufacturer is required to provide the FDA with all data on the medical device product’s safety, efficacy, and a proposed label.\textsuperscript{38} Class III medical devices “usually sustain or support life, are implanted, or present potential unreasonable risk of illness or injury.”\textsuperscript{39} Examples of Class III
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medical devices include implantable pacemakers and breast implants.医疗设备包括植入式起搏器和乳房植入物。10
Ten percent of all medical devices fall under this category.11 Most医疗设备中有10%属于这一类。11
Prior to receiving marketing approval, the average Class III product requires 1200 hours of testing.12 Because of this stringent premarketing approval requirement, most manufacturers of Class III medical devices attempt to market their products by qualifying under an exception to the FDA’s premarket approval requirement.13
Once a Class III medical device has received premarket approval, the manufacturer is forbidden from making changes to the device’s “design specifications, manufacturing processes, labeling, or any other attribute, that would affect safety or effectiveness” without permission from the FDA.14 To make a change, the manufacturer must submit an application for supplementary premarket approval.15 The supplementary preapproval process is evaluated under a process similar to the initial application itself.16
There are two major exceptions to the FDA’s premarket approval requirements.17 The first major exception is the “grandfathering” provision.18 If a device was on the market before May 1976, the MDAA allows the device to be marketed without FDA approval.19 The second major exception to the FDA’s premarket approval requirements is the section 501(k) process.20 The section 510(k) process allows devices that are “substantially equivalent” to existing approved devices to undergo an expedited approval.21 The section 510(k) process focuses on the similarity, or equivalence, between the new device and the pre-existing device.22 Thus, the section 510(k) process can usually be completed in an average of twenty hours and not the usual 1200 hours required by the FDA’s premarketing approval process.23
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The majority of Class III medical devices are approved for marketing by way of the section 510(k) process. In 2005, the FDA approved 3148 devices under the section 510(k) process. That same year, the FDA approved only thirty-two devices via the premarket approval process. PIP received section 510(k) approval for its saline implants from the FDA in September 1996.

In addition to determining which products enter the market, these standards may also determine whether an injured person can recover damages if harmed. Under the MDAA, the FDA’s premarket approval allows medical device manufactures to become practically immune from state tort claims. Premarket approval by the FDA has often preempted state tort claims against medical device manufacturers and shielded medical device companies from liabilities that arise from product defects. Since medical device companies are shielded from liabilities, injured individuals often seek out other entities to redress harms caused by the medical devices—frequently the Government. This allows the medical device companies to externalize the costs of the harm caused by their products.

B. Medical Device Preemption

Preemption derives from the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution, which provides that the Constitution and the laws made pursuant to the Constitution are the supreme law of the land. The Supreme Court in Gade v. National Solid Waste Management Association declared that “under the Supremacy Clause . . . any state law, however clearly within a State’s acknowledged power, which interferes with or is contrary to federal law, must yield.”

When a statutory provision expressly preempts state law, the court must look to the text of the preemption statute and “identify the domain expressly pre-empted” by the language of the statutory provision. Here,
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the MDAA includes a preemption clause, so a court would first have to determine its scope. 

The enactment of the MDAA triggered a great debate as to whether state tort claims (such as negligence, strict liability, and implied warranty) against medical device manufacturers are preempted by the FDA’s premarketing approval process. The Medical Device Act, 21 U.S.C. § 360k, states:

[N]o State or political subdivision of a State may establish or continue in effect with respect to a device intended for human use any requirement—

(1) which is different from, or in addition to, any requirement applicable under this chapter to the device, and

(2) which relates to the safety or effectiveness of the device or to any other matter included in a requirement applicable to the device under this chapter.

The Medical Device Act did not clarify the types of medical devices bound by the Act, and the Act left companies and attorneys unsure as to the types of devices that were covered by the Act. The Supreme Court addressed the scope of 21 U.S.C. § 360k and attempted to clarify which types of medical devices were covered by preemption in Medtronic, Inc. v. Lohr and Riegel v. Medtronic, Inc.63

1. Medtronic, Inc. v. Lohr: Parallel Claims and Section 510(k) Devices

In Medtronic, Inc. v. Lohr, the Supreme Court held that state law claims that parallel federal claims were not preempted.64 In 1987, Lora Lohr had a pacemaker equipped with a Medtronic Model 4011 pacemaker lead implanted.65 The lead had been approved through a section 510k process by demonstrating that it was “substantially equivalent” to other products on the market.66 In 1990, Lohr’s pacemaker failed and caused a “complete heart block” that required emergency surgery.67 The suspected cause of the pacemaker’s failure was Medtronic’s Model 4011 lead.68 Lohr brought an action in Florida state court against Medtronic for state law claims of negligence and strict
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liability. Lohr’s negligence claim alleged that Medtronic had breached its “duty to use reasonable care in the design, manufacture, assembly, and sale of the subject pacemaker” through its use of defective materials that may have caused the pacemaker to fail. Lohr’s strict liability count alleged that the pacemaker “was in a defective condition and unreasonably dangerous to foreseeable users at the time of its sale.”

The Supreme Court determined that the Medical Device Act did not preempt Lohr’s state claims because they ran parallel to federal requirements and were not in addition to any federal requirements. The Court explained:

Nothing in § 360k denies Florida the right to provide a traditional damages remedy for violations of common-law duties when those duties parallel federal requirements. Even if it may be necessary as a matter of Florida law to prove that those violations were the result of negligent conduct, or that they created an unreasonable hazard for users of the product, such additional elements of the state-law cause of action would make the state requirements narrower, not broader, than the federal requirement. While such a narrower requirement might be “different from” the federal rules in a literal sense, such a difference would surely provide a strange reason for finding pre-emption of a state rule insofar as it duplicates the federal rule. The presence of a damages remedy does not amount to the additional or different “requirement” that is necessary under the statute; rather, it merely provides another reason for manufacturers to comply with identical existing “requirements” under federal law.

The Court concluded that section 360k of the Medical Device Act does not preempt state laws that are identical to federal laws. The Lohr Court reasoned that the device in question, Medtronic’s pacemaker and the pacemaker lead, had gone through the section 510(k) “substantially equivalent” exemption and not the Food and Drug Administration’s more strenuous section 360k premarketing approval process. The Court held that section 510(k)’s generally applicable standards were not “requirements” under section 360k of the Medical Device Act and were therefore not sufficient to trigger preemption.

While the Lohr Court addressed the issue of preemption for section 510(k) “substantially equivalent” medical devices, the Court did not address whether the law preempts claims arising from defects in
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medical devices that had successfully gone through the FDA’s more stringent § 360k premarketing approval process. This question was later addressed in *Riegel v. Medtronic, Inc.*

2. *Riegel v. Medtronic, Inc.: Non-Parallel Claims and Premarket Approval*

In *Riegel v. Medtronic, Inc.*, the Supreme Court considered whether section 360k of the MDAA barred state law claims challenging the safety and effectiveness of a medical device that had received premarket approval from the FDA. During Charles Riegel’s heart surgery, a balloon catheter that had been inserted into his coronary artery exploded, causing blockage in his heart. Riegel was immediately placed on life support and underwent emergency bypass surgery. Charles and Donna Riegel sued the manufacturer of the balloon catheter used in Riegel’s angioplasty.

The Riegels asserted New York state law claims that included strict liability, breach of implied warranty, and negligence in design, testing, inspection, distribution, labeling, marketing, sale, and manufacture. The Riegels’ complaint alleged that the catheter had been designed, labeled, and manufactured in a manner that violated New York state law and that these violations caused Riegel’s injuries.

The Supreme Court held that the Medical Device Act’s preemption clause did preempt the Riegels’ tort claims challenging the safety and efficacy of premarket approved medical devices because the New York state laws imposed requirements that were “different from, or in addition to” federal ones. The Court noted that the FDA’s premarket approval process was a “rigorous” and time-intensive process that requires the FDA to reasonably assure the medical device’s “safety and effectiveness.” The Court determined that “the attributes that *Lohr* found lacking in section 510(k) review are present here.”

The Court found that New York’s negligence and strict liability laws included requirements that may differ or complement those imposed by federal law. “[T]he state tort law underlying the Riegels’ claims would require a manufacturer’s device to be safer (but perhaps less effective)
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than the model device approved by the FDA, those requirements would ‘disrupt[] the federal scheme no less than state regulatory law to the same effect.’” Thus, the Court found that New York’s state requirements were not parallel to the federal requirements of the Medical Device Act and were preempted under section 360k.88

3. Medical Device Preemption after Lohr and Riegel

After Lohr, claims regarding Class III section 510(k)-approved devices are not preempted and are subject to state tort claims.89 Although the majority of Class III medical devices are approved for marketing through the section 510(k) process,90 many Class III section 360k devices still enter the market each year.91 After Riegel, these section 360k-approved devices are entitled to preemption and are not open to state tort claims.92 These section 360k-approved devices are subject to most of the medical device preemption controversy.

The section 510(k) approval process is based on pre-existing devices.93 Thus, these devices have been previously tested and have a history of product safety.94 Section 360k devices are the newest and most untested devices on the market. Thus, the most untested devices receive medical device preemption from state law tort claims.

4. The Lower Courts’ Interpretations After Lohr and Riegel

After Lohr and Riegel, courts have generally followed a three-step process to determine if a state tort claim is preempted: (1) identify the conduct that allegedly provides the right to damages under state law; (2) determine if that conduct is prohibited by the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (if the conduct is not prohibited under the act, the claim is expressly prohibited under section 360k(a)); and (3) determine if that conduct would give rise to liability under state law even if the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act had never been enacted; if not, it is likely that the claim is impliedly preempted.95

The lower courts have been divided as to the application of the second prong of the test.96 If the conduct is not prohibited by the Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, the claim can be considered parallel and is not expressly prohibited under section 360k(a). If the conduct is prohibited by the Act, however, the claim is preempted under section 360k(a). Courts have also differed as to what constitutes a “parallel claim.” Neither Lohr nor Riegel provides much guidance as to what constitutes a parallel claim, so the district courts have largely defined what constitutes a parallel claim on their own.

C. POLICY ISSUES WITH MEDICAL DEVICE PREEMPTION

Legal scholars and legislators have long debated whether medical device preemption should exist. Supporters of preemption argue that it is necessary to encourage medical device innovation. Opponents counter that after Riegel, manufacturers of dangerous medical devices are practically immune from lawsuits initiated by victims who have been injured by the manufacturers’ devices. Those against preemption continually try to eliminate preemption through legislative means. This Part first discusses the primary benefit of medical device preemption—innovation. Next, this Part discusses the opponents of preemption and their legislative efforts to eliminate medical device preemption.

1. Medical Device Innovation

Proponents of preemption argue that subjecting medical device manufacturers to tort litigation imposes high levels of regulatory and litigation risk. Proponents assert that the threat of litigation discourages investors from providing the capital necessary to develop and manufacture life-saving medical devices. Legislation that eliminates medical device preemption would “impair the health and lead to the death of Americans.” The establishment of a uniform set of rules to promote
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medical device innovation, as the Food and Drug Administration did via the MDAA, has been important to the development of new medical devices.\textsuperscript{104}

Proponents of preemption argue that medical device preemption increases stability by encouraging investors who are weary of the risks associated with products liability litigation. Hans von Spakovsky of the Heritage Foundation writes that “[t]his uniformity is the result of federal preemption and a federal regulatory system administered through the FDA that protects the health and safety of the public while allowing innovation and providing incentives for investors to fund the huge development costs.”\textsuperscript{105} Investors are encouraged to support the development of new medical devices because their investments will not be subject to reduced returns as a result of litigation costs. Additionally, reduced litigation against medical device companies encourages innovation because these companies can pursue the development of new and potentially life-saving products without the risk that these products will be subject to litigation if something goes wrong.

In \textit{Riegel}, Justice Scalia acknowledged Congress’ concern that permitting state tort claims against manufacturers for FDA-approved devices might stifle innovation.\textsuperscript{106} Justice Scalia wrote that Congress considered “those who would suffer without new medical devices if juries were allowed to apply the tort law of 50 states to all innovations.”\textsuperscript{107} This factor contributed to the Court’s final decision to uphold preemption.\textsuperscript{108}

However, not all of the Justices shared this concern. In his concurrence, Justice Stevens cautioned against the idea that tort remedies stifled the innovation and development of medical devices.\textsuperscript{109} Justice Stevens stated “[t]hat is a policy argument advanced by the Court, not by Congress.”\textsuperscript{110} Justice Stevens found no evidence in the pre-enactment history of the Medical Device Act to suggest that Congress believed that state tort remedies would impede future medical device development.\textsuperscript{111} The Supreme Court remains divided on the question of whether preemption actually promotes medical device innovation.

2. \textit{Opponents of Riegel and the Legislative Response}

Opponents of medical device preemption assert that medical device companies are receiving a free pass from state tort violations as a result
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of preemption. Analyzing Riegel, Judge Brody of the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania wrote that Riegel is "loud and clear: if a manufacturer complies with the premarket approval, it gets a free pass on those two claims. No state common-law claim can survive if it allows a claimant to proceed without showing a departure from federal standards. There simply is no wiggle room to find otherwise."112

Opponents of medical device preemption have attempted to remedy this "free pass" through legislative attempts to change section 360k of the Medical Device Amendments.

Since the Riegel decision in 2008, Congress repeatedly introduced legislation to amend section 360k of the Medical Device Safety Act of 1976, without success.113 In April of 2008, Senator Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts introduced the Medical Device Safety Act.114 This act attempted to bring medical device preemption back to the pre-Riegel standard by amending section 360k so that it could not be interpreted to preempt state law claims.115 The bill died when it was referred to Committee.116 The 111th Congress reintroduced the bill as the Medical Device Safety Act of 2009.117 This bill also died in Committee.118 To date, no proposed amendments to section 360k of the Medical Device Safety Act of 1976 have passed Congress. However, the economics of preemption make it likely that Congress will revisit efforts to amend § 360k.

The legislature and judiciary must address medical device preemption because the outcome could decide whether individuals harmed by medical devices are entitled to partial or total compensation for their injuries. To properly answer this question, courts must evaluate the benefits and consequences of medical device preemption. In making a cost-benefit analysis, it is important to first consider the economics of preemption.

II. THE ECONOMICS OF PREEMPTION

Externalities are costs or benefits from an economic activity that impact parties outside of those engaged in the actual transaction.119 The central goal of tort law is to impose liability on the party or parties that
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are responsible for causing the harm.\textsuperscript{120} This operates as a way to internalize harmful externalities to the parties that cause the injury.\textsuperscript{121}

Harmful externalities arise when injurers do not account for the loss that they inflict on others as a result of their actions.\textsuperscript{122} The injuring party does not have to account for the harm because they do not suffer any consequences.\textsuperscript{123} This distorts economic resources and leads to economic inefficiency.\textsuperscript{124} Internalizing the externality, on the other hand, ensures that the perpetrators of the harm are suffering the consequences.\textsuperscript{125} In tort law, internalizing the externality is a way to prevent or deter harmful actions from occurring.\textsuperscript{126}

This Part first defines the term externality and then reviews the concept of internalizing externalities. This Part concludes with a look at how the costs of the Sprint Fidelis Lead failure were externalized to the United States government.

\section*{A. Defining Externality}

Externalities “are costs or benefits arising from an economic activity that affect somebody other than the people engaged in the economic activity and are not reflected fully in prices.”\textsuperscript{127} Classic examples of externalities include air pollution from fossil fuels damaging public health\textsuperscript{128} and bees kept to produce honey pollinating plants belonging to a nearby farmer, thus boosting that farmer’s crop.\textsuperscript{129} In the air pollution example, the public suffers health consequences without any of the economic benefits that are enjoyed by the producer of the pollution. In the bee example, the farmer benefits from the bees pollinating her crops but experiences none of the costs of maintaining the bees.

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{120} Israel Gilead, \textit{Tort Law and Internalization: The Gap Between Private Loss and Social Cost}, \textit{17} \textit{Int’l Rev. L. & Econ.} 580, 589 (1997).
\item \textsuperscript{121} \textit{Id.}; see Tibor Scitovsky, \textit{The Concept of External Economics}, \textit{62} \textit{J. Pol. Econ.} 143 (1954), reprinted in \textit{EXTERNALITIES: THEORETICAL DIMENSIONS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY} 77 (Robert J. Staaf & Francis X. Tannian eds., Dunellen 1973) (noting the concept of externalities is “one of the most elusive in economic literature” because it can be defined in many ways); \textit{William J. Baumol & Wallace E. Oates, The Theory of Environmental Policy} 15–18 (2d ed. 1988).
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Here, medical device preemption externalizes the harms produced by medical devices from the manufacturers to the government and general public. When medical devices fail, like in the case of the pacemaker lead in *Lohr* or the balloon catheter in *Riegel*, serious consequences result. Great harm and costs can be borne by the government and general public if these harms are not internalized by the medical device companies themselves.

B. Internalizing Externalities

Courts have generally required businesses to absorb all the harms and costs associated with production.130 Courts have applied this concept in determining liability.131 A.C. Pigou, a leading early twentieth century economist, labeled this general economic principle as “internalization.”132

Under Pigou’s principle of internalization, firms must pay for all of the costs associated with production.133 If firms do not, the market prices of their goods will become distorted and not reflect the true cost and use of resources that were necessary to produce the goods.134 Thus, some goods would be overpriced while others would be underpriced.135 The following example illustrates this concept of market inefficiency:

[S]uppose that in the course of production a firm pollutes an adjacent river which has the effect of increasing the costs of production to a farmer downstream. If the firm is not forced to pay for those increased costs, then the farmer must absorb them. Due to these higher costs the farmer will have to charge higher prices in order to produce the same level of output as he did before the pollution. Because of these higher prices, however, consumers will purchase less of the farmer’s goods than they did previously. A new equilibrium for the farmer can be achieved only at higher prices and lower levels of production. At the same time, since the firm is not required to absorb its pollution costs, it will have lower costs of production and thus will be able to charge lower prices to produce the same level of output. Because of these lower prices consumers are willing to purchase more of the firm’s goods. The firm’s equilibrium will consist of lower prices and greater output when it does not pay for the pollution effects as compared with when it does.136

In the example above, the economics of the marketplace have been distorted. The firm has externalized the costs of the pollution to the
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disadvantage of the farmer, who is forced to bear the burden of the firm’s pollution. The firm can now charge a lower price for its products and sell more products, while the farmer has to charge a higher price and sell fewer products. This encourages the firm to continue to pollute the river to the detriment of the farmer. Pigou argues that this distortion of the marketplace is economically inefficient.137

Here, similar to the example of the firm and farmer, the danger of medical device preemption is that it fails to require medical device companies to account for the harms to society that are produced by their products. Permitting medical device manufacturers to externalize the harms that are produced by their devices promotes poor corporate behavior and fails to force companies to act quickly and appropriately when their products harm consumers. Companies have no economic incentive to be good corporate citizens because they suffer no consequences if they fail to act in a responsible manner. The case of Medtronic, Inc.’s Sprint Fidelis Lead exemplifies this scenario.

C. The Cost of the Sprint Fidelis Lead Recall on Medicare

In re Medtronic Inc. Sprint Fidelis Leads Products Liability Litigation illustrates the economic and societal damages that arise when the company causing harm does not suffer the consequences of that harm.138 Anna Bryant and other patients sued Medtronic in 2007 after the company announced a recall of its defective Sprint Fidelis lead.139 The Sprint Fidelis Lead is a wire that allowed cardiac defibrillators to detect abnormal heart rhythms.140 When abnormal heart rhythms occurred, the Sprint Fidelis Lead delivered a shock to help the heart return to its normal rhythm.141 The patients asserted twenty state law tort and breach of warranty claims for injuries allegedly caused by Medtronic’s defective leads.142 Applying the preemption principle from Riegel that medical devices receiving premarket approval from the FDA are entitled to preemption, the Eighth Circuit held that the MDAA preempted the patient’s claims.143 Thus, the court affirmed Medtronic’s motion to dismiss.144

Medtronic’s Sprint Fidelis Lead is a Class III medical device.145 In December 1993, the FDA granted Medtronic Inc. premarket approval
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for the Transvene Lead System. 146 In June 2004, the FDA approved a premarket approval supplement for the Sprint Fidelis Lead. 147

Shortly after the Sprint Fidelis lead entered the market, patients implanted with the Sprint Fidelis device began experiencing unnecessary shocks. 148 An investigation by Dr. Robert G. Hauser and the Minneapolis Heart Institute discovered that the Sprint Fidelis Leads fractured more frequently than other types of leads. 149 Dr. Hauser and his colleagues published a “report finding that the Sprint Fidelis Lead was more likely to fracture than other types of leads, met with Medtronic to voice their concerns, and advised the FDA of those concerns.” 150 Despite receiving this information from the Minneapolis Heart Institute, Medtronic vigorously defended its product and assured doctors that the Sprint Fidelis Lead was safe. 151 Medtronic sent a “Dear Doctor” letter to physicians and other medical practitioners defending the safety of the Sprint Fidelis Lead. 152 Medtronic asserted that the fractures were a result of improper surgical technique and assured physicians that the Sprint Fidelis Lead was as safe as other Medtronic leads. 153

In May 2007, Medtronic filed for a premarket approval (“PMA”) supplement for its Sprint Fidelis Lead. 154 Medtronic sought FDA approval for design and manufacturing changes to the Sprint Fidelis Leads. 155 The plaintiffs in Sprint Fidelis Leads asserted that Medtronic did this without advising the FDA about the high rate of failures experienced by patients with the Sprint Fidelis Lead. 156 Medtronic’s PMA supplement for its Sprint Fidelis Lead was approved by the Food and Drug Administration in July 2007. 157

In September 2007, less than two months after receiving PMA supplement approval, Medtronic filed 120 adverse events with the Sprint Fidelis Lead with the FDA. 158 On October 15, 2007, Medtronic announced a worldwide recall. 159 Shortly after, the FDA issued a Class I recall, the most serious level of medical device recalls. 160
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At the time of the recall more than 150,000 patients had been treated with Sprint Fidelis leads.\textsuperscript{161} It is estimated that more than eighty-five percent of the patients receiving pacemakers and leads are sixty-five years or older and are thus covered under Medicare.\textsuperscript{162} Because the majority of the people who received the Sprint Fidelis Lead were on Medicare, the Medicare program has paid millions of dollars to address problems that patients have faced as a result of the defective Sprint Fidelis Leads.\textsuperscript{163}

The Eighth Circuit’s decision \textit{In re Medtronic Inc. Spring Fidelis Leads Products Liability Litigation} absolved Medtronic, Inc. of any responsibility for these damages caused by its Sprint Fidelis Lead and externalized the costs to Medicare.\textsuperscript{164} In his actuarial analysis of the cost of Medtronic’s defective Sprint Fidelis Leads for pacemakers to the Medicare program, Dr. Dennis Tolley concluded that Medicare will pay up to one billion dollars in additional claims as a direct result of the damage caused by Medtronic placing the defective leads on the market.\textsuperscript{165}

The \textit{In re Medtronic Inc. Spring Fidelis Leads Products Liability Litigation} case is evidence that the Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{Riegel} has fully externalized the costs of device failures from medical device companies. The medical device companies have externalized the costs of medical device failures to the government and created “a very costly present and future liability for Medicare, Medicaid, and private health insurance companies.”\textsuperscript{166}

III. THE IMPACT OF MEDICAL DEVICE PREEMPTION

With the large number of annual medical device recalls, the potential costs of medical device preemption on the American public are enormous. The FDA website lists over 160 Class I medical device recalls in 2009 alone.\textsuperscript{167} Although claims involving ninety percent of medical devices are arguably not preempted because they involve Class III medical devices that have been approved through the 510(k) “substantially equivalent process,” the majority of litigation involves the remaining ten percent of medical device products that may be entitled to preemption.\textsuperscript{168}

In the case of Medtronic’s defective Sprint Fidelis Leads, the immunity
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from liability provided by *Riegel v. Medtronic* externalized an estimated one billion dollars worth of harm from Medtronic to the government, Medicare, and ultimately the American people. 169

It is important to weigh the benefits of medical device preemption against the significant costs associated with the act. One of the major goals behind the concept of medical device preemption is to promote medical device innovation by providing incentives for investors to fund the large amount of capital needed to develop medical devices. 170 The medical device industry in the United States is a roughly $98 billion industry dominated by small medical device companies. 171 Many small medical device companies face continual financial challenges, creating a need for third-party investors. 172

Promoting medical device innovation is a legitimate goal that provides tangible health benefits to the American people through the development of life-prolonging and life-saving devices. It reasonably follows that protecting small medical device companies from cumbersome litigation is an important way for the government to encourage medical device innovation. Without such protection, there is a strong likelihood that small medical device companies would be harmed by the high cost of litigation or be disincentivized from continuing in the medical device market. This is one of the primary reasons Congress passed the Medical Device Amendments in 1976.

However, providing blanket medical device preemption externalizes the harm of developing defective and improperly functioning medical devices because medical device companies do not face the consequences of their actions. As evidenced by *Sprint Fidelis Leads*, when devices are provided full preemption, medical device companies have no incentive to vigilantly promote the safety of their products. These companies can delay responses and ignore claims of injury absent enforceable consequences.

for being irresponsible because the externalization of risks encourages medical device companies to take unnecessary risks.

In the case of Medtronic’s Sprint Fidelis Lead, Medtronic had no incentive to expediently address the issues associated with the Sprint Fidelis because medical device preemption allowed the company to externalize the cost of the defect to the government to the tune of one billion dollars. Had medical preemption not existed and Medtronic been forced to internalize the potential costs of its product’s defects, it is likely that Medtronic would have acted much more quickly to address the problem. This would have benefitted the public, as quick action by Medtronic could have saved a large number of the 150,000 people implanted with the Sprint Fidelis Lead from the life-threatening health consequences, and thousands of people from the inconvenience of having the Sprint Fidelis Lead device removed. Additionally, quicker action would have saved Medicare and the American taxpayers some of the one billion dollars that was spent to remedy problems with the Sprint Fidelis Lead device.

A solution is needed that balances the need for small medical device manufacturers to have an incentive to innovate and forces medical device companies to internalize some of the costs that arise out of their defective devices.

IV. INTERNALIZING THE EXTERNALITIES OF MEDICAL DEVICE PREEMPTION

This Note proposes that the government should develop a system that would force medical device companies to internalize some of the costs of medical device defects that have been externalized as a result of medical device preemption. The following two-part plan attempts to balance the desire for more medical device innovation and force medical device companies to internalize some of the costs associated with defects in their products.

A. CREATING A “NATIONAL MEDICAL DEVICE INJURY COMPENSATION PROGRAM”

Congress should place a small tax on medical device manufacturers for each medical device sold. Revenue from the tax would go into a fund run by FDA called the “National Medical Device Injury Compensation Program” for the purposes of providing redress for patients who have been harmed by defective products. In turn, state tort claims against
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medical device companies would be severely restricted. While this incrementally drives up cost of medical devices for the consumers, this fund simultaneously benefits consumers because the fund would be available to cover the harmed patients’ costs immediately. The creation of the National Medical Device Injury Compensation Program would internalize some of the costs of defects to the medical device companies. This solution is similar to the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program, which was enacted in 1986 “to encourage and improve childhood vaccination programs, coordinate record keeping, and standardize vaccine-specific warnings.” An amendment to the act created the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (“NVICP”). One of the main purposes of the NVICP was “to safeguard the nation’s supply of vaccines by insulating manufacturers from liability claims and to provide prompt and adequate compensation for victims of unpreventable adverse effects of vaccination.”

To accomplish this goal, the government implemented a no-fault government compensation program to limit the damages that individuals who suffered injuries attributed to vaccinations may collect. The compensation plan was funded by a vaccine excise tax. Individuals receiving the vaccine were charged a small tax starting at seventy-five cents per vaccine dose. The largest per dose charge was for diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis (“DTP”) vaccinations. DTP doses were taxed at a rate of $2.25 per dose, or approximately fifteen percent of the wholesale cost of vaccine.

The NVICP was the first national industry-wide effort at creating a no-fault strict product liability scheme that balanced the need for innovation from vaccine manufacturers and the rights of consumers. This model has been proposed as an example for insuring other products or services like pharmaceuticals or medical care. Since the NVICP’s implementation, instances of large vaccine injury awards have been
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eliminated.\textsuperscript{186} This was not the trend before the implementation of the NVICP.\textsuperscript{187} The NVICP’s success “in protecting both manufacturers and consumers is certain to attract the attention of legislators anxious to protect other commercial interests, to promote consumers’ chances of compensation after injury, or simply to combat the public perception of tort law as a system out of control.”\textsuperscript{188}

Similarly, the FDA should develop a “National Medical Device Injury Compensation Program” modeled after the NVICP. The NVICP was successful at balancing protection of manufacturers with the patients’ right to compensation. Like the NVICP, the National Medical Device Injury Compensation Program would successfully balance costs of faulty medical device companies through small surcharges on their products and preserve the ability of medical device companies to innovate. The key to the success of a potential tax would be to set the tax rate at a level high enough to fulfill the redress requirements of the patient who has been hurt by the medical device, but low enough to not stifle medical innovation.

B. Medical Device Companies Should Be Required to Insure Against Possible Defects

Under the second part of the plan, Congress should revise medical device preemption and pass new legislation that requires medical device companies to purchase insurance that protects the companies from state tort claims based on defective products. This should be required for each new device brought to market by medical device companies. Such a requirement would also provide a remedy for individuals who have been harmed by defective medical devices. Additionally, the insurance requirement would preserve medical device companies’ ability to innovate while providing redress for those who have been harmed by faulty devices. This solution, implemented concurrently with the National Medical Device Injury Compensation Fund, will provide some remedy for patients harmed by medical devices.

The type of insurance required should be similar to the stop-loss insurance that is used by many companies for their ERISA liabilities. Stop-loss insurance allows companies to protect themselves from the costs associated with major losses.\textsuperscript{189} There are two main types of stop-loss insurance.\textsuperscript{190} Specific stop-loss insurance covers against the risk that
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the insurance purchaser’s claims will exceed a certain threshold.194 “For example, if the insurance kicks in when an individual’s claims exceed $20,000 per year and a participant has claims of $30,000, the plan’s stop-loss insurer covers $10,000 of the person’s claims.”195 The other type of stop-loss insurance is aggregate stop-loss insurance, which covers the insured party against the risk that the sum of all claims against it will exceed a certain threshold.196 “For example, if the insurance kicks in when aggregate claims exceed $2 million per year and claims under the plan total $2.5 million, the stop-loss insurer covers $500,000 of the claims.”197 Companies should be required to purchase one of these two types of stop-loss insurance.

To account for the differing sizes of medical device companies, the amount of coverage required should depend both on the financial size of the company and the potential size of the device’s market. The insurance requirements should become part of the FDA’s premarket approval process.

The purpose of insurance is to protect risk adverse groups from suffering the full consequences of non-foreseeable actions that affect them unfavorably.198 Requiring medical device companies to purchase insurance would internalize some of the external costs of defective products to the medical device company. Medical device companies would pay a premium to spread the potential costs of defective products to the entire medical device industry. Insurance premiums are dependent on the level of risk posed by the companies being insured. An insurance requirement would encourage medical device companies to minimize their own risks because companies with a history of safer devices would be charged lower premiums than companies with a history of producing defective devices. Thus, such a requirement would encourage medical device companies to minimize the harms caused by their devices.

Currently, under medical device preemption, the entire cost of the defects is externalized from medical device companies to consumers, private insurers, Medicare, and the government. Under the insurance requirement, the costs would be internalized by the medical device industry and spread throughout the entire medical device industry. An insurance requirement, while increasing the costs of medical device companies, would not cost the companies as much as the complete removal of the medical device preemption. Together, these two proposals would internalize some of the costs of medical device defects
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without subjecting medical device companies to litigation that could curtail innovation.

CONCLUSION

Promoting medical device innovation is a legitimate goal that benefits the American public. Protecting small medical device companies from unnecessary litigation is an important way for the government to achieve this goal. Providing blank medical device preemption is not the solution because it enables medical device companies to externalize the harms caused by their devices.

To solve this conundrum, Congress must develop a system that internalizes some of the costs of medical device preemption. Such a requirement would encourage medical device companies to take fewer risks and promote medical device safety without stifling medical innovation. This can be achieved by forcing medical device companies to participate in an industry-wide insurance system and imposing a small tax to fund the cost of possible defects. The plan proposed by this Note would provide harmed patients with an avenue to remedy the harms that they have suffered, promote medical device safety, and allow medical device companies to continue to develop life-enhancing products.
***